THE RED RIVER AGGIE

Tot> Row -

RAMSE, GANDRUD.

Second Row Third Row -

SI-IELDREW, KOZOJED. HURNER. THOMPSON. MAGNESON, FORDER. PETERSON.

STENBORG. OLSON. OSTERLOH, WALTERS. LMl..TER. LEWIS. LUNDBERG, PEDERSON.

Aggie Board
HE class of '26 elected the Aggie Board to their respective offices. not because of previous
experience. but because of seeming possibilities. Art Pederson. the business manager.
has been chock full of business ever since he was elected. When Phinny Stenborg was
elected editor. a special truck had to deliver paper. ink. and pen points to Room 14. "Marbles."
Mabel Larter. as editor's assistant. by her valuable help has proved to the bachelor-minded editor
that there is nothing like having a woman to do a fellow's work. The job of recording the recreational part of school life was given to Arthur Ramse and Victoria Lewis. Violet Lundberg.
reporter for senior section. found the work very interesting especially when she had to interview the boys.

T

Edna Peterson and Karrol Gandrud know a lot about dates so they were chosen to write
the calendar. also the senior obituary. The debating societies bring to our mind arguments and
so Ray Magneson and Naomi Forder were appointed for these positions. Whatever Naomi.
cannot do by arguing. she can do with her bewitching smile. Ernest Thompson and Rose Kozojed
were our undisputed athletes and naturally they became our athletic editors.
What would the world be without humor?
Sheldrew to carry out this part.

We decided to elect Doris Olson and Wesley

One of Ben Hurner's favorite pastimes is to take snapshots of the fair sex and. from the time
Amber Osterloh and he were elected to the photography department. their kodaks have been
heard clicking both early and late. Eunice Wilkins was put in charge of the music and dramatic
section which she handled with her well-known ability.
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